CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Discover Companies Like Yours Who
Have Found Success With Legacy DNA
Flossolution Brands, Launches & Commercializes its Dental Hygiene
Innovation — Earns National Retail Shelf Space Over Industry Giants

About Flossolution
It was a big idea with a giant result. A movement that transformed the meaning of being a “smart mouth” to a
positive. After treating one patient after another, many complaining about the challenges associated with ﬂossing
their teeth, Timothy Pruett, DMD had a vision that came to him like a sonic boom. His patients needed a better way
to ﬂoss their teeth — one that cleaned 100 percent of tooth surfaces without the pain and hassle of traditional, manual ﬂossing. Dr. Pruett’s vision was a sonic ﬂosser.
Dr. Pruett engineered his vision — the prototype for the ﬁrst-ever sonic ﬂosser. During this time, he and his team
engaged Legacy DNA Marketing Group to successfully commercialize his innovation in a ﬁercely-competitive
mainstream oral hygiene market largely dominated by global brands.
A Big Idea Becomes a Big Hit with the Public
Fast forward several years and this David and Goliath story got even bigger than Dr. Pruett’s original vision. The
Flossolution brand emerged in the oral health market as a bonaﬁde ﬂossing innovation that tested well with
target markets. The sonic ﬂosser was featured on the Home Shopping Network and stormed prime brick and
mortar shelf space from major retailers across the United States, including Best Buy, Walmart, and Costco.
The company expanded its product line to include “Max by Flossolution,” the ﬁrst-ever combination sonic
brushing and ﬂossing system, as well as “light” and “mini” versions of its patented ﬂossing technology for easy,
on-the-go ﬂossing.
Dr. Pruett’s innovation has earned numerous awards and accolades.
In 2016, Max by Flossolution was named a bronze winner in the Best in
Biz Awards’ Most Innovative Product of the Year in the Healthcare
category. In 2017, it won the silver People’s Choice Stevie Award for
Favorite New Consumer Product.
Today, Flossolution continues to garner mass exposure in national and international markets, earning shelf
space against dental hygiene icons like Oral-B and Philips, in addition to online distribution through retailers, the
company’s own ecommerce website, and online marketplaces like Amazon and eBay.

“ The support and thought leadership that you provided us during some of our most crucial
business transitions has proven to be invaluable. Your knowledge expands well beyond the
limits of marketing expertise. While working through all of our major product development
projects, you all never limited yourselves to shallow analysis, whether it was a simple
design question or complex brand direction decision.
We consider ourselves fortunate to have found you and the Legacy DNA team so early
in our development and look forward to our continued success together!”
—Dr. Tim Pruett, Founder & CEO
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A Big Idea That Needed a Bold Brand Identity and
Product Packaging, a Compelling Story, and the Right
Commercialization Strategies
Dr. Pruett had speciﬁc ideas on what the market needed
based on ﬁrst-hand insights and feedback from hundreds
of his patients. He said, “We recognized the need for new a
ﬂossing solution. So many patients weren’t ﬂossing because
it was too painful with traditional ﬂoss string or they had
trouble getting their ﬁngers in their mouth.”

Flossolution needed to be brought to

The concept of a sonic ﬂossing device and Dr. Pruett’s ideas
for making ﬂossing painless was destined to change the lives
of millions. But Dr. Pruett knew that to ﬁnd success in a
crowded market that was dominated by household brand
names with deep pockets and long-standing loyal customers,
they would need a unique and relatable brand story,
strong market positioning and consumer messaging,
eye-catching product packaging, and the right go-tomarket strategy.

dated daily with hundreds of with

life in the hearts and minds of
consumers and needed to break
through the noise to gain attention
from big-box retailers that are inunnew product pitches. That’s why the
company engaged the marketing
scientists and strategic storytellers
at Legacy DNA.

Strategic Product Development, Targeting, Branding, Positioning, Messaging,
and Packaging Bring Flossolution to Life
Flossolution and Legacy’s partnership began in February of 2012. Legacy knew that this was a David and Goliath story — an
emerging brand with no recognition was about to go head-to-head with the long-standing trust, brand equity, and shelf-space
dominance of industry giants like Oral-B and Philips. The team needed to strategically consider all the commercialization
decisions that inﬂuence the innovation process. Legacy DNA’s expertise in the commercialization of innovation (CoI) provided
a proven framework to circumvent failure, increase adoption, and maximize market success.

Legacy DNA worked on six key service pillars for bringing Flossolution to life:

Product
Development

Targeting

Branding

Positioning

Messaging

Product
Packaging
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Product development.
In lieu of investing unnecessary amounts of money or time, Legacy DNA strategically advised the
Flossolution team to follow the Lean Startup framework by developing a minimal viable product, testing
the concept in the market and then, with market validation, either move forward in the same direction
or change the product strategy. This saved Flossolution thousands of dollars in needless product
development and helped them get to market faster with something that the market really wanted.

Targeting.
Legacy DNA started by diving into market research, identifying and dissecting the key needs, wants,
and behaviors of the company’s target audience. It was mission critical to segment the market into
innovators and early adopters and separate those audience segments from the mainstream market. We
examined (a) who was going to beneﬁt from the innovation, (b) where was the biggest need for the
innovation, (c) who had the money and the willingness to pay for the innovation, and (d) where did the
company have relationships. This intimate and comprehensive understanding would act as the foundation of all marketing strategies that followed.

Branding.
The company’s entire brand identity, including its orange and black color palette, logo, and an edgy
voice and tone, reﬂected in the memorable tagline “Be a Smartmouth,” invited consumers to join a
movement of high tech healthy smiles for the entire family. Parents loved the ease of use Flossolution oﬀered (especially when teaching kids to adopt good dental hygiene habits) and kids found the
sonic ﬂosser fun to use. This was one time where moms and dads welcomed “Smartmouth” behavior.

More importantly, the unique brand identity and story that Legacy DNA developed helped Flossolution
garner the attention of top retail buyers such as Wal-Mart and BestBuy, set its product apart from
industry giants like Philips and Oral-B, and ultimately helped Flossolution secure some of the most
competitive shelf-space in health and beauty.
When Flossolution’s product line expanded, Legacy DNA helped the company develop its brand
strategy and architecture. The agency recommended a more personal and humanized family
angle reﬂected in its current brands portfolio: “Meet Max;” “Meet Light;” and “Meet Mini” by
Flossolution. Families wanted to embrace a trusted personality, not just a product. Max, Light,
and Mini put a personality into the product, one that families could embrace and trust, much like the
family dentist who developed Flossolution.

Families wanted to embrace a trusted personality, not just a product.
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Positioning.
Positioning is often described as how the brand intentionally places the product innovation in the hearts
and minds of consumers relative to the competition and substitute products. With this in mind, Legacy DNA
guided the company’s positioning strategy toward the inclusion of technical and sophisticated attributes of
the product because these are the factors that are most important to early adopters when they are making
purchasing decisions. Positioning the innovation as a real technological breakthrough, rather than
something that was commonly known in the market, was important in setting the Flossolution products
apart from long-time industry players.

Messaging.
Crafting the messaging strategy for an innovation has its own challenges. You have to balance messages that reﬂect the
uniqueness and sophistication of the innovation while at the same time making sure that messages focus on what
consumers’ value and understand. Legacy DNA constructed clear, concise, relatable, and actionable messages through a
message map framework that would serve as a guide to all future communications. For example, in addition to the main
tagline, the message map included phrases such as “Flossing was a chore, but not anymore!”
It was a direct response to early research conducted to identify consumers’ likes,
dislikes, needs, and wants. It answered, up front, what Flossolution is and is
not so consumers could focus on the innovation, from the word go!

Product packaging.
Most consumers don't have the time or energy to weigh the advantages
and disadvantages of the products on the shelf or in their shopping
carts. They use a shortcut to make their decision. That shortcut is the
company’s product's packaging. Packaging is powerful because it tells
consumers why your product and brand are diﬀerent and it’s especially signiﬁcant for growing startups because it can have a direct
impact on sales and a company's overall appeal. Legacy DNA knew this
and ensured the company’s product packaging would stand out against
larger competitors, and create a high tech, yet family-friendly theme.
Long before the product was developed, Legacy DNA worked with the
Flossolution engineers and manufacturers to develop 3D renderings of the
entire product portfolio, including the system and its components. This was
important and timely because we used these renderings in product package
design and promotion before the products were ready for launch.
Just because you have a superior innovation, doesn’t guarantee you success.
You need a healthcare agency with the commercialization of innovation expertise to guide you through each set of commercialization
decisions (including the pillars we just mentioned) throughout the innovation
process. That’s exactly what Legacy DNA did for Flossolution.
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A Happy Ending for the Underdog
Time and again, Flossolution received feedback from retail buyers who
heard countless pitches from other companies desperately vying for shelf
space. This feedback was unanimous: the Flossolution system had a
unique and engaging story that helped the innovation break through
the noise and capture their attention.
Quickly after the product’s launch, Flossolution earned coveted shelf space
in major retailers including Walmart, Best Buy, and Costco, as well as a
featured spot on the Home Shopping Network. Today, as oral healthcare’s
resident “Smart Mouth,” the award-winning system continues to shine
against the industry’s biggest companies, as its branding, positioning, and
messaging continue to generate brand awareness and loyalty (and healthier
smiles) among new and repeat users in families all across America.

“ Thank you for what your team at Legacy DNA has meant to our company. As we have grown
from an idea, into a product, and now a real brand with national distribution, you have been at
our side helping to guide us the entire way.”
— Dr. Tim Pruett, Founder & CEO
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Brought to You by
Legacy DNA
Legacy DNA Marketing Group is the most desirable healthcare marketing ﬁrm
for health innovators.
They are handpicked for their bold approach to delivering meaningful
marketing outcomes.

Expertise. Put To Work For You.
Have a brilliant idea you want to take to market? We are the only agency
with the commercialization-of-innovation expertise to help health innovators
circumvent failure and maximize ROI.
For more information on how we help health innovators like you reach success,
email us at attention@legacy-DNA.com.
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